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is a lead generation software that allows you to capture a company's name, postal address, email address, telephone and fax
number, . Please note that this information is not to be copied, but to be used to create a database of potential customers. As
soon as a potential client comes to your meeting, you can link to your web event log to show him that there is a message for
him and he can start some kind of interaction with your company. Email Checker Monitoring and participating in email is

another good strategy that gives you the ability to maintain an ever larger customer base and thereby increase sales percentage
and experience. How often do you lose potential contacts? Many entrepreneurs, like me, increase their percentage of working
customers by 80% by sending emails to potential customers. This encourages them to visit your site again. And no one denies
that email is one of the best ways to create a database, but no one says that it requires an exorbitant amount. We can set aside

10% of the time for this mailing to at least check it, and then make a program for our computer so that it sends email to all the
customers who receive it. Ask your employees to monitor email and, if available, initiate your own blog to keep all customers
up to date about your business, organization, or even your own business. Then they will know that you are working with them
and only with them, and will begin to build a relationship with you accordingly. After that, you may even be able to determine
if you have found the right person. If he hasn't even read your newsletter, then he is unlikely to become a client, since this is
obviously not in his interests. How to respond to social media ads? When running a marketing campaign, you must be very
careful with social media advertising. We've all come across celebrity advertising when they're holding birthdays, sales, or
sporting events, forgetting that promoting something as important as health can actually be a bad idea. What do you think?

Below are the most common mistakes that we all could easily avoid: (1) Placement of advertisements in social resources in the
form of "star" posting. Such posting that is targeted at celebrities or other famous people
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